Crucial Curves [BBW Erotic Romance]

On My Knees for Mr. Johnson Tinas good deed wont go unpunished--at least not in a way she
wont love. When shes forced to go to a baseball game, a strange turn of events happens after
giving up her foul ball to a kid. The owner, big time billionaire Frederick Johnson happens to
be seated in the stands and takes notice. They end up chatting for the rest of the ball game, and
he invites Tina back to his hotel suite. She arrives nervous, but leaves sopping wet and
satisfied after soaking in a hot tub, gladly spending some time on her knees and being tied up
to the bed posts. Dont read this story unless you plan on getting hot! Good Vibes Sarah is
used to dealing with losers, and is now dealing with a winner in the form of Byron, a
handsome, athletic ebony man with a sense of adventure. That adventure takes its course in the
form of a high speed Metro train, in which the two go from making out, to foreplay to Sarah
getting her kicks by riding his big rod on the train discreetly, but in the middle of everyone!
What else happens on this train ride? Better yet, what happens after the train ride? Sarah is a
nympho in need of some serious heat, and Byron can extinguish that heat. Suckled By My
Personal Trainer Misty had a baby not long ago and was looking to shed a few pounds, which
brought her to the door of a handsomely muscular personal trainer one Saturday morning.
During the warmup exercises, one of her milk swollen breasts pops free, much to her
embarrassment. Mark, her personal trainer, takes it upon himself to love every inch of her
body and make her feel beautiful again, while freeing some of the tension in her boobs caused
by nursing.
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And Bad Boys, #1) by We will not remove any content for bad language alone, or for being
critical of a book. Tags: romance-bbw-rubenesque-erotica.Beachfront Curves (BBW Love at
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edition by Julianne Reyer. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or
tablets.
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